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Damascus Countdown
When a group of technologically astute terrorists stages the ultimate hostage situation--seizing control of an MX missile
base--only the facility's security designer can stop them
“If you want to better understand how today’s headlines might be fulfilling biblical prophecy, then read this book... This
book will help ensure that your faith is built on Christ alone and the assurance of spending eternity with Him, not the
sometimes-scary flow of history. You will also get a complete education on Islam and its possible role in the End Times.”
Joel Richardson New York Times bestselling author and internationally recognized teacher Arab Spring, Christian Winter
will help you tie newspaper headlines to your scriptural knowledge of the Last Days. Ralph Stice draws a clear link
between the Arab Spring and the rise of a worldwide power that appears to be ushering in the coming Antichrist. This
book will also show you what you need to watch for in tomorrow’s news and guide you on how to fortify your faith for
stormy days ahead. The Western Church has much to learn from Christian brothers and sisters in the Middle East.
Familiar Scripture passages are unfolding with new clarity to believers everywhere. Learn: · Why the Arab Spring had to
happen to fulfill scriptural prophecy · How the Arab Spring led to the unleashing of pure Islam · Which nation could be the
crucial link between East and West and produce an Antichrist figure · The responses of Middle Eastern Christians to
intense persecution and what we Western believers can learn from them Fear not! He will never leave us nor forsake us
(Hebrews 13:5). We will discover Jesus in a fresh way when we face true persecution. How will your faith withstand the
great distress, unequaled from the beginning of the world until now—and never to be equaled again (Matthew 24:21)?
Brothers and sisters in Christ are facing this reality every day, right now.
“Amir Tsarfati tells the prophetic story of the Bible from Genesis to Revelation and in the process helps his readers to
comprehend God’s unique purpose and plan for both Israel and the Church. His refutation of Replacement Theology is
profound and yet easy to understand. This book answers a lot of questions many prophetic writers are afraid to ask.”
—Dr. David Jeremiah As the day of the Lord rapidly draws near, we must appreciate God’s plans for all His people To
truly grasp Bible prophecy, we must first understand how God’s promises to Israel complement His vision for the church.
While some believe God has forsaken Israel for the church, this goes against the nature of the faithful Lord we find in
Scripture. In his latest book, native Israeli and bestselling author Amir Tsarfati makes clear what the Bible says about
God’s unique master plans for His two chosen groups, Israel and the church. Amir gets to the heart of key questions,
such as… Do the promises God made to the Old Testament nation of Israel still apply to the Jewish people today? Has
God replaced rebellious Israel with the church? Now that the church exists, does Israel possess a distinct role in the
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present age? How are current events in Israel relevant to the church? What should the church’s attitude be toward
Israel? Israel and the Church provides a fascinating look at all that God has prepared for His two peoples—and why it’s
so relevant to us today!
INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “[A]nother instant classic.” —The Real Book Spy “The undisputed
master of blending geopolitics with spycraft…a thriller aficionado’s dream.” —The Providence Journal The new Cold War
is about to go hot. #1 New York Times and #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author Brad Thor is back with his most
intense thriller yet. Scot Harvath is having his best summer ever. With a cottage on the fjord, a boat, and his beautiful
girlfriend Sølvi, he’s got everything he could possibly want. But out of vacation days and long overdue back home,
America’s top spy has a decision to make—return, or submit his resignation. When his deadly past comes calling, though,
he’ll be left with no choice at all. Leaving his favorite Oslo café, Harvath watches as a ghost climbs out of a taxi—a man
he killed years ago, halfway around the world. How is he still alive? And what is he doing in Norway? In a race against
time that will take him high above the Arctic Circle, Harvath is tested in ways he has never imagined and pushed to a limit
few human beings could ever endure. If he succeeds, he’ll walk away with everything. If he fails, the United States and
its allies will be at the mercy of one of the world’s most dangerous actors.
It doesn't matter who you are or what you've done—God wants a relationship with you. Social media, television, video
games, drugs, pornography – there is so much noise distracting us from what is important in life that it is nearly
impossible to hear God’s truth that He will take you as you are. When we finally kill the noise of the world, we’ll discover
in the silence a loving Savior who is waiting to forgive us and offer us a purpose for our lives. Ryan Ries is living proof of
this truth. Growing up in Los Angeles as the son of a mega-church pastor but surrounded by the music, skate, and
snowboard industries, Ryan felt a tug-of-war between the church and the world. It was in the skate and music culture that
he found his passion and his identity. As a result, he walked away from God and dove head first into the world, losing his
way in alcohol, drugs, and sex, which led to anxiety, brokenness, and emptiness. Kill the Noise tells Ryan’s story about
finding God in the messiness of life, and lets you know how you too can find peace, joy, and purpose in Jesus Christ.
This book will be a tool to help you kill the noise of the world so you can hear God’s voice telling you that He loves you
and that you belong to Him.
A gripping and prescient tale from New York Times best selling author Joel C. Rosenberg. "... The Last Jihad absolutely
crackles with high energy and a chilling premise--what if the war on terror goes nuclear." -- Rush Limbaugh Jon Bennett
is a top Wall Street strategist turned senior White House advisor. But nothing has prepared him for the terror that he will
face. Saddam Hussein dispatches his top hit men to assassinate the President of the United States. Iraqi terrorists
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spread carnage throughout London, Paris, and Riyadh . . . and the Butcher of Baghdad has a nuclear ace in his hand
that he has not yet played. Only a solid Arab-Isreali coalition against Iraq can keep the U.S.--and other Western
nations--from certain devastation. And only Bennett and his beautiful partner, Erin McCoy, can make that happen. Their
secret project--a billion-dollar oil deal off the coast of Gaza--could be the basis for an historic peace treaty and enormous
wealth for every Isreali and Palestinian. But just before a treaty can be signed, Isreali commandos foil an Iraqi Scud
missile launch, recovering a nuclear warhead and evidence that the next attack will level Washington, New York and Tel
Aviv. Now, the Isreali Prime Minister gives the American President an ultimatum: Melt down Baghdad within one hour . . .
or Israel will do it herself. From Jerusalem, Bennett and McCoy must summon all their stealth and savvy to save
themselves--and the world--from absolute destruction. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Bigger is better with Bible Big Books! An impressive 16X20 inches, these are storybooks everyone can see even from the
back row! Each book is beautifully illustrated, a memorable, kid-friendly telling of a Bible story you want your children to
know and remember. And Bible Big Books are easy to read aloud because text is reproduced on the back cover.
Is the crisis in the Middle East hurtling toward the point of no return? Israel’s prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, tells
the U.N. that Iran could have nukes by spring. Iran’s president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, has called for the end of the
United States and Israel. Chaos is erupting throughout the region. Rumors abound of an impending Israeli first strike
against Iran’s nuclear program. Is war imminent? New York Times best-selling author Joel C. Rosenberg looks at the
events developing in the Middle East and asks the tough questions: Could Israel launch a preemptive strike at any
moment? How might an Israel-Iran war set the Middle East on fire? What should we be watching for? Israel at War will
help you understand what is happening right now behind the scenes in this volatile region—and how this high-stakes
showdown could affect the future of the Middle East and the world.
Damascus CountdownTyndale House Publishers, Inc.
Packed with startling revelations, this inside look at the secret side of the Cold War exposes just how close America
came to total annihilation During the Cold War, a flight crew had 15 minutes to get their nuke-laden plane in the air from
the moment Soviet bombers were detected—15 minutes between the earliest warning of an incoming nuclear strike and
the first flash of an enemy warhead. This is the chilling true story of the incredibly risky steps our military took to protect
us from that scenario, including: • Over two thousand loaded bombers that crossed American skies. They sometimes
crashed and at least nine times resulted in nuclear weapons being accidentally dropped • A system that would use timers
and rockets to launch missiles even after everyone was dead • Disastrous atmospheric nuclear testing including the
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horrific runaway bomb—that fooled scientists and put thousands of men in uniform in the center of a cloud of hot fallout •
A plan to use dry lake beds to rebuild and launch a fighting force in the aftermath of nuclear war Based on formerly
classified documents, military records, press accounts, interviews and over 10 years of research, 15 Minutes is one of the
most important works on the atom bomb ever written.
2009 Retailer's Choice Award winner!For Jon and Erin Bennett, the world seems to be spinning dangerously out of
control. A new dictator is rising in Iraq. China is making threatening new moves toward Taiwan. North Korean forces
appear ready to strike south. Israel is feverishly trying to complete the Third Temple. Oil prices are surging. And in the
wake of an horrific war in the Middle East, President James MacPherson's second term is coming to an end. Now the
battle to succeed him is heating up into one of the most fiercely contested presidential elections in American history, and
the Bennetts realize the stakes could not be higher. Who will lead a bitterly divided country over the next four years?
What can the U.S. do to shape the new world order? And just what role—if any—does the U.S. play in the last days? As
the presidential campaign narrows into a dead heat, the Secret Service learns of a catastrophic plot to assassinate one of
the candidates—but which one, and can the terrorists be stopped in time?
A terrible darkness has fallen upon Jacob Weisz’s beloved Germany. The Nazi regime, under the leadership of Adolf
Hitler, has surged to power and now hold Germany by the throat. All non-Aryans—especially Jews like Jacob and his
family—are treated like dogs. When tragedy strikes during one terrible night of violence, Jacob flees and joins rebel forces
working to undermine the regime. But after a raid goes horribly wrong, Jacob finds himself in a living nightmare—trapped
in a crowded, stinking car on the train to the Auschwitz death camp. As World War II rages and Hitler begins
implementing his “final solution” to systematically and ruthlessly exterminate the Jewish people, Jacob must rely on his
wits and a God he’s not sure he believes in to somehow escape from Auschwitz and alert the world to the Nazi’s
atrocities before Fascism overtakes all of Europe. The fate of millions hangs in the balance.
From the New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly bestselling author! A game-changing peace treaty
between Israel and the Saudis is nearly done. The secretary of state is headed to the region to seal the deal. And Special
Agent Marcus Ryker is leading an advance trip along the Israeli-Lebanon border, ahead of the secretarys arrival. But
when Ryker and his team are ambushed by Hezbollah forces, a nightmare scenario begins to unfold. The last thing the
White House can afford is a new war in the Mideast that could derail the treaty and set the region ablaze. U.S. and Israeli
forces are mobilizing to find the hostages and get them home, but Ryker knows the clock is ticking. When Hezbollah
realizes who theyve captured, no amount of ransom will save themtheyll be transferred to Beirut and then to Tehran to be
executed on live television. In the fourth installment of Rosenbergs gripping new series, Marcus Ryker finds himself in the
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most dangerous situation he has ever facedcaptured, brutalized, and dragged deep behind enemy lines. Should he wait
to be rescued? Or try to escape? How? And what if his colleagues are too wounded to run? This is the CIAs most
valuable operative as you have never seen him before.
The Last Days is a stunning political thriller from New York Times bestselling author, Joel C. Rosenberg Osama bin
Laden is dead. Saddam Hussein is buried. Baghdad lies in ruins. Now the eyes of the world are on Jerusalem as Jon
Bennett--a Wall Street strategist turned senior White House advisor--his beautiful CIA partner Erin McCoy and the U.S.
Secretary of State arrive in the Middle East to meet with Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat. On the table: a dramatic and
potentially historic Arab-Israeli peace plan, of which Bennett is the chief architect. At the heart of the proposed treaty is
the discovery of black gold deep underneath the Mediterranean-a vast and spectacular tract of oil and natural gas that
could offer unprecedented riches for every Muslim, Christian, and Jew in Israel and Palestine. With the international
media closely tracking the story, the American message is as daring as it is direct: Both sides must put behind them
centuries of bitter, violent hostilities to sign a peace treaty. Both sides must truly cooperate on drilling, pumping, refining,
and shipping the newly found petroleum. Both sides must work together to develop a dynamic, new, integrated economy
to take advantage of the stunning opportunity. Then--and only then--the United States will help underwrite the billions of
dollars of venture capital needed to turn the dream into reality. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
2016 Christian Book Award finalist (Fiction category) When New York Times foreign correspondent J. B. Collins hears
rumors that an al-Qaeda splinter cell—ISIS—has captured a cache of chemical weapons inside Syria, he knows this is a
story he must pursue at all costs. Does the commander of the jihadist faction really have weapons of mass destruction? If
so, who is the intended target? The U.S.? Israel? Or someone else? With tensions already high, the impending visit of
the American president to the region could prove to be the spark that sets off an explosion of horrendous proportions.
Knowing that terrorist forces are already trying to bring down two Arab governments in the region—Iraq and Syria—can
Collins uncover the truth before it’s too late? Or will the terrorists succeed in setting their sights on the third target and
achieving genocide?
The first of a three-novel series, Mission Compromised introduces Major Peter J. Newman, a U.S. marine assigned to fill
a top-secret White House National Security Council staff position. In these novels, Newman discovers secrets such as
how covert missions are being compromised, why high-ranking FBI and CIA spies rarely go on trial, and why the United
Nations has a military command center. In this first book, a mission to the Middle East to eliminate top terrorist leaders,
including Osama Bin Laden and Saddam Hussein is compromised when a top official tips off the intended targets.
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Everyone on the mission is killed except Peter Newman. Now Newman must find out what happened—and why.
In his first nonfiction work, a best-selling author delves into the future of Iraq after Saddam, Russia after Communism, Israel after Arafat, and
Christianity after radical Islam, using faith and Scripture as a guide to understanding the past and future.
What if the Islamic Messiah Comes to Earth? What if The World Waits too long... and Iran Develops Nuclear Weapons? Tensions are rising
in the Middle East. Iran’s president vows to annihilate the United States and Israel. Israel’s prime minister says someone must hit Iran’s
nuclear sites “before it’s too late.” The American president warns against a preemptive strike on Iran’s nuclear facilities and says
negotiations are the key to finding peace. And amid it all, rumors are swirling throughout the region of a mysterious religious cleric claiming to
be the Islamic messiah known as the Mahdi or the Twelfth Imam. Word of his miracles, healings, signs and wonders is spreading like wildfire.
CIA operative David Shirazi was born for this moment. He is recruited and sent into Tehran with one objective: use all means necessary to
disrupt Iran’s nuclear weapons program, without leaving American fingerprints and without triggering an apocalyptic new war. But time is
running out. The Twelfth Imam is the first novel in a new political thriller series by Joel C. Rosenberg, the New York Times bestselling author
of the awardwinning Last Jihad series. Rosenberg takes you inside a world few will ever enter, hold on to your seat – the twists and turns
never stop coming.
Richmond and Carolyn Davidson's lives changed the day they decided to follow God's will and free their slaves. When the Underground
Railroad heard of this possible safe house in the turbulent South, runaways began appearing at their door. Unable to turn them away, the
Davidsons realized they had to find a way to help the runaways and keep their family safe. The Davidsons' neighbors, the Beaumonts, do not
agree with the Davidsons' decision. When the beautiful Veronica Beaumont sets her sights on Seth, the older Davidson son, the Beaumonts
don't approve. How far will things go before Seth realizes he's playing with fire? As the issue of slavery heats up, neighbors and family
members are forced to take sides in this dangerous time. Loyalties and families become divided as the South is plunged into civil war.
With the unexpected death of Russian President Aleksandr Luganov, and Iran's efforts to acquire fully operational nuclear warheads
successfully thwarted, American President Andrew Clarke decides the moment has come to unveil his comprehensive proposal to achieve
peace between Israel and the Palestinians.
One of the most ambitious works of paranormal investigation of our time, here is an unprecedented compendium of pre-twentieth-century
UFO accounts, written with rigor and color by two of today's leading investigators of unexplained phenomena. In the past century, individuals,
newspapers, and military agencies have recorded thousands of UFO incidents, giving rise to much speculation about flying saucers, visitors
from other planets, and alien abductions. Yet the extraterrestrial phenomenon did not begin in the present era. Far from it. The authors of
Wonders in the Sky reveal a thread of vividly rendered-and sometimes strikingly similar- reports of mysterious aerial phenomena from
antiquity through the modern age. These accounts often share definite physical features- such as the heat felt and described by witnessesthat have not changed much over the centuries. Indeed, such similarities between ancient and modern sightings are the rule rather than the
exception. In Wonders in the Sky, respected researchers Jacques Vallee and Chris Aubeck examine more than 500 selected reports of
sightings from biblical-age antiquity through the year 1879-the point at which the Industrial Revolution deeply changed the nature of human
society, and the skies began to open to airplanes, dirigibles, rockets, and other opportunities for misinterpretation represented by military
prototypes. Using vivid and engaging case studies, and more than seventy-five illustrations, they reveal that unidentified flying objects have
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had a major impact not only on popular culture but on our history, on our religion, and on the models of the world humanity has formed from
deepest antiquity. Sure to become a classic among UFO enthusiasts and other followers of unexplained phenomena, Wonders in the Sky is
the most ambitious, broad-reaching, and intelligent analysis ever written on premodern aerial mysteries.
From a Pulitzer Prize-nominated journalist specializing in the Middle East, this groundbreaking account of the Syrian Civil War reveals the
never-before-published true story of a 21st-century humanitarian disaster. In spring 2011, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad turned to his
friend and army commander, Manaf Tlass, for advice about how to respond to Arab Spring-inspired protests. Tlass pushed for conciliation but
Assad decided to crush the uprising -- an act which would catapult the country into an eight-year long war, killing almost half a million and
fueling terrorism and a global refugee crisis. Assad or We Burn the Country examines Syria's tragedy through the generational saga of the
Assad and Tlass families, once deeply intertwined and now estranged in Bashar's bloody quest to preserve his father's inheritance. By
drawing on his own reporting experience in Damascus and exclusive interviews with Tlass, Dagher takes readers within palace walls to
reveal the family behind the destruction of a country and the chaos of an entire region. Dagher shows how one of the world's most vicious
police states came to be and explains how a regional conflict extended globally, engulfing the Middle East and pitting the United States and
Russia against one another. Timely, propulsive, and expertly reported, Assad or We Burn the Country is the definitive account of this global
crisis, going far beyond the news story that has dominated headlines for years.
New York Times best-selling author Joel Rosenberg brings readers this thrilling new novel. When Russia's richest oil baron is killed, Moscow
suddenly teeters on the verge of political chaos. Tehran races to complete its nuclear arsenal. Washington finds herself dangerously divided
from her European allies. And in the dead of night, in the hills overlooking Jerusalem, a senior White House advisor uncovers a chilling
ancient conspiracy as real as the morning's headlines. Woven through the writings of the Hebrew prophet Ezekiel, more than 2,500 years old,
are eerily prescient descriptions of mode.
The complete 3-book espionage and spy thriller series that has sold 700,000 copies! This product bundles three of Joel Rosenberg’s
blockbuster thrillers featuring David Shirazi together into one e-book. The Twelfth Imam As the apocalyptic leaders of Iran call for the
annihilation of Israel and the U.S., CIA operative David Shirazi is sent into Tehran with one objective: use all means necessary to disrupt
Iran’s nuclear weapons program—without leaving American fingerprints, and without triggering a regional war. At extreme personal risk,
Shirazi undertakes his assignment. A native Farsi speaker whose family escaped from Iran in 1979, he couldn’t be better prepared for the
mission. But none of his training has prepared Shirazi for what will happen next. An obscure religious cleric is suddenly hailed throughout the
region as the Islamic messiah known as the Mahdi or the Twelfth Imam. News of his miracles, healings, signs, and wonders, spread like
wildfire, as do rumors of a new and horrific war. With the prophecy of the Twelfth Imam seemingly fulfilled, Iran’s leaders prepare to strike
Israel and bring about the End of Days. Shirazi must take action, but the clock is ticking. The Tehran Initiative The world is on the brink of
disaster, and the clock is ticking. Iran has just conducted its first atomic weapons test. Millions of Muslims around the world are convinced
their messiah—known as the Twelfth Imam—has just arrived on earth. Israeli leaders fear Tehran, under the Twelfth Imam’s spell, will soon
launch a nuclear attack that could bring about a second Holocaust and the annihilation of Israel. The White House fears Jerusalem will strike
first, launching a preemptive attack against Iran’s nuclear facilities that could cause the entire Middle East to go up in flames, oil prices to
skyrocket, and the global economy to collapse. With the stakes high and few viable options left, the president of the United States orders CIA
operative David Shirazi and his team to track down and sabotage Iran’s nuclear warheads before Iran or Israel can launch a devastating first
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strike. Damascus Countdown All eyes are on the Middle East. Israel has successfully launched a first strike on Iran, taking out all of their
nuclear sites and six of their nuclear warheads—and causing The Twelfth Imam to order a full-scale retaliation. U.S. President William Jackson
threatens to support a U.N. Security Council resolution condemning the Jewish State for unprovoked and unwarranted acts of aggression.
Meanwhile, CIA operative David Shirazi has infiltrated the Iranian regime and intercepted information indicating that two Iranian nuclear
warheads survived the attack and have been moved to a secure and undisclosed location. In danger not only from the ongoing missile strikes
on Iran but also from the increasingly hostile and suspicious governments of multiple countries, David and his team are in a race against time
to find the remaining nuclear warheads before disaster strikes.
Two authorities on future warfare join forces to create a taut, convincing novel—set in 2026—about a besieged America battling for its very
existence.
After Israel declares war on Iran, CIA operative David Shirazi infiltrates the Iranian regime and intercepts information indicating that two
Iranian nuclear warheads have been moved to a secure and undisclosed location.
A New York Times, USA TODAY, and Publishers Weekly bestseller! More than 100,000 copies sold “Rosenberg cranks up the suspense,
delivering his most stunning, high-stakes thriller yet.” —Publishers Weekly “A stellar novel of riveting action and political intrigue.” —Mark
Greaney, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Agent in Place “Absolutely blown away by how good this guy is. . . . Simply masterful.”
—Sean Parnell, New York Times bestselling author of Outlaw Platoon “An uncanny talent for focusing his storytelling on real-world hot spots
just as they are heating up.” —Porter Goss, former director of the CIA “A full-throttle and frightening ride through tomorrow’s headlines.”
—Brigadier General (U.S. Army, Retired) A. J. Tata, bestselling author of Direct Fire New York Times bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg
returns with a high-stakes political thriller set in Russia. Everything he learned to protect our president, he must use to take out theirs. With an
American president distracted by growing tensions in North Korea and Iran, an ominous new threat is emerging in Moscow. A czar is rising in
the Kremlin, a Russian president feverishly consolidating power, silencing his opposition, and plotting a brazen and lightning-fast military
strike that could rupture the NATO alliance and bring Washington and Moscow to the brink of nuclear war. But in his blind spot is former U.S.
Secret Service agent Marcus Ryker, trained to protect but ready to kill to save his country.
Retailers Choice Award winner, 2012 The world is on the brink of disaster, and the clock is ticking. Iran has just conducted its first atomic
weapons test. Millions of Muslims around the world are convinced their messiah—known as the Twelfth Imam—has just arrived on earth. Israeli
leaders fear Tehran, under the Twelfth Imam’s spell, will soon launch a nuclear attack that could bring about a second Holocaust and the
annihilation of Israel. The White House fears Jerusalem will strike first, launching a preemptive attack against Iran’s nuclear facilities that
could cause the entire Middle East to go up in flames, oil prices to skyrocket, and the global economy to collapse. With the stakes high and
few viable options left, the president of the United States orders CIA operative David Shirazi and his team to track down and sabotage Iran’s
nuclear warheads before Iran or Israel can launch a devastating first strike.
The exciting story of Abraham, the father of Judaism, Islam, and Christianity, is told in fascinating detail. True-to-life conversations make the
story come alive for middle school kids, and information boxes for more advanced readers delve into ancient culture. Part of the Family Bible
Story series
"With the unexpected death of Russian President Aleksandr Luganov, and Iran's efforts to acquire fully operational nuclear warheads
successfully thwarted, American President Andrew Clarke decides the moment has come to unveil his comprehensive proposal to achieve
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peace between Israel and the Palestinians. However, when a series of senior American officials involved in the peace process are
assassinated, Clarke orders Marcus Ryker and a team of CIA operatives to hunt down those responsible and bring the killing spree to an end.
What Ryker uncovers is a chilling plot to kill the American president himself, but at first, it's unclear who is the driving force behind the plot. Is
it the Russians, seeking payback for the assassination of Luganov? Is it the Iranians, in retaliation for the American operation to keep Tehran
from acquiring nukes? Or is it another conspirator altogether, someone plotting to strike a blow against American hegemony in the Middle
East and seize the leadership of the entire Sunni Muslim world? By the time Ryker and his team fully understand the plot and who's behind it,
they find they have less than 96 hours to disrupt a terrible evil that has been set in motion"-Book 4 in the bestselling 5-book thriller series that has sold over 1.2 million copies! In 1956, a scroll was uncovered that shocked the world.
The world is about to be shocked again. On June 1, 1956, the New York Times broke a story that captured the imagination of the world.
Another Dead Sea Scroll had been found, unlike any before it, describing unimaginable treasures worth untold billions buried in the hills east
of Jerusalem and under the Holy City itself. In the years that followed, some scholars came to believe the Copper Scroll could be history’s
greatest treasure map, one that could lead to the discovery of the Second Temple treasures and the building of the Third Jewish Temple. But
the scroll’s code has never been broken, and experts from all sides warn that any effort by Israel to rebuild their Temple in Jerusalem would
undoubtedly unleash a war of biblical proportions. Now, more than fifty years after the Copper Scroll was unveiled, New York Times
bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg takes you on his most exciting and heart-pounding ride yet. Saddam Hussein is gone Yasser Arafat is
dead A new Iraq is rising But so, too, is a new evil, and now White House advisors Jon Bennett and Erin McCoy find themselves facing a
terrifying new threat triggered by an ancient mystery.
What if the Islamic State captured the most valuable hostage in history? “The president of the United States . . . is missing.” With these
words, New York Times journalist J. B. Collins, report-ing from the scene of a devastating attack by ISIS terrorists in Amman, Jordan, puts the
entire world on high alert. The leaders of Israel and Palestine are critically injured, Jordan’s king is fighting for his life, and the U.S. president
is missing and presumed captured. As the U.S. government faces a constitutional crisis and Jordan battles for its very existence, Collins must
do his best to keep the world informed while working to convince the FBI that his stories are not responsible for the terror attack on the
Jordanian capital. And ISIS still has chemical weapons . . . Struggling to clear his name, Collins and the Secret Service try frantically to locate
and res-cue the leader of the free world before ISIS’s threats become a catastrophic reality.

Do recent changes in the Middle East signal peace? One Arab country after another is signing historic, game-changing
peace, trade, investment, and tourism deals with Israel. At the same time, Russia, Iran, and Turkey are forming a highly
dangerous alliance that could threaten the Western powers. Meanwhile, the U.S. is drawing down its military forces in the
Mideast and focusing on matters closer to home. Wheres it all heading? New York Times bestselling author Joel C.
Rosenberg, based in Jerusalem, skillfully and clearly explains the sometimes-encouraging, sometimes-violent, yet rapidly
shifting landscape in Israel and the Arab/Muslim world. Enemies and Allies will take readers behind closed doors in the
Middle East and introduce them to the very kings and crown princes, presidents and prime ministers who are leading the
change. Includes exclusive, never-before-published quotes, insights, and analysis from the authors conversations with
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some of the most complex and controversial leaders in the world: Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS)
Egypts President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi Jordans King Abdullah II United Arab Emirates Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Zayed (MBZ) Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu Israeli president Reuven Rivlin
This is the first book in English to relate the history of Damascus, bringing out the crucial role the city has played at many
points in the region's past. Damascus traces the history of this colourful, significant and complex city through its physical
development, from the city's emergence in around 7000 BC through the changing cavalcade of Aramaean, Persian,
Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Arab, Mongol and French rulers right up to the end of Turkish control in 1918. In Damascus,
every layer of the history has built precisely on top of its predecessors for at least three millennia, leaving a detailed
archaeological record of one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world. The book looks particularly at the
interplay between the western and eastern influences that have provided Damascus with such a rich past, and how this
perfectly encapsulates the forces that have played over the Middle East as a whole from the earliest recorded times to
the present. Lavishly illustrated, Damascus: A History is a compelling and unique exploration of a fascinating city.
From before the time of Christ, there have been rumors of a secret society called The Illuminati...a vicious tribe of Druids
with mystical, supernatural powers. Many saw them as demons or gods. Those who opposed them simply
disappeared...or met an even worse fate. Unknown to all but the very few, this group slowly infiltrated world organizations
and financial institutions with a singular goal--to control the world's economic system. Now fast-forward to the year 2020.
The Illuminati has succeeded in placing one of their people in the office of the presidency of the United States. With the
worldwide launch of a financial system known as Data-Net, they suddenly have the power to single out groups of people
and control their money, fuel, and food supply. How do you escape an unknown enemy operating at the highest levels
who can track your every move? And how do you defeat a society that practices ancient rituals and appears to have
power beyond the grave? The Illuminati is a futuristic thriller tied to ancient mysticism that will appeal to fans of The
DaVinci Code and the Left Behind series. It will also leave readers wondering where fact ends and fiction begins.
Book 3 in the bestselling 3-book international political thriller series that has sold over 475,000 copies! “One of the most
entertaining and intriguing authors of international political thrillers in the country. . . . His novels are un-put-downable!”
—Steve Forbes, editor in chief, Forbes magazine “Guaranteed sleep loss for the reader of this can’t-put-down novel.”
—World magazine As he prepares to deliver the State of the Union address, the president of the United States is
convinced the Islamic State is on the run, about to be crushed by American forces once and for all. But New York Times
foreign correspondent J. B. Collins tells the president he’s dead wrong. With the Middle East on fire, the Israeli prime
minister dead, and Amman in ruins, Collins fears a catastrophic attack inside the American homeland is imminent. He
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argues that only an all-out manhunt to capture or kill Abu Kahlif—the leader of ISIS—can stop the attack and save
American lives. But will the president listen and take decisive action before it’s too late?
The instant New York Times, USA TODAY, and Publishers Weekly bestseller! Over 100,000 copies sold! “Joel C.
Rosenberg continues to mix his unique blend of prophetic fiction and nonstop action unlike anyone else working today.”
—The Real Book Spy on The Persian Gamble. “The plot is intriguing. The pace just keeps accelerating. A must read!”
—Porter Goss, former director of the Central Intelligence Agency on The Persian Gamble. In the follow-up to the New
York Times bestselling Kremlin Conspiracy, Rosenberg’s latest international thriller tracks a terrifying nuclear alliance
among three world powers?Russia, Iran, and North Korea?and the deadly mission former US Secret Service Agent
Marcus Ryker must risk to halt their deadly strategy. Shot out of the air in enemy territory in the middle of the greatest
international crisis since the end of the Cold War, former U.S. Secret Service agent Marcus Ryker finds himself facing an
impossible task. Not only does he have to somehow elude detection and capture by Russian special forces, but he must
convince his own government to grant safe harbor to the one man responsible for the global mayhem?Russian double
agent and assassin Oleg Kraskin. While frantically negotiating with his contacts in the White House, Marcus learns that
the unstable North Korean regime plans to use the international chaos as a smokescreen to sell nuclear weapons to Iran.
With the fate of the entire free world on the line, Marcus makes a deal with the U.S. government?he will go back to work
as an international operative and track down the WMDs before they end up in the hands of those with the determination
and the means to use them. Marcus and Oleg worked together once before to avert a world war. Can they now find a
way to stop world destruction?
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